As we enter the twilight of Moore’s Law, architectural diversity is rapidly exploding. New designs from generic parallel substrates such as manycores and dataflow engines, to highly domain-specific engines such as machine learning and graph accelerators are being researched and commercially deployed. Many of these architectures are programmable and combine well-understood techniques such as vectorization, threading, and explicit data movement in novel ways. Oftentimes, the difference between lackluster performance and dramatic speedup hinges on correctly using the particular combination of features an architecture provides. Yet it is a daunting task to do so for the wide range of hardware architectures and application domains targeted by general-purpose systems.

In this paper, we advocate for a novel compiler and software stack that can support this explosion in architectural diversity. We pursue a domain-specific approach, focusing on graph analytics, to enable the compiler to capture programmer intent and produce optimized implementations. We present a compiler toolchain, the Unified GraphIt Compiler framework (UGC), that targets diverse architectures while making it easy to write and compose optimizations that make use of each architecture’s unique features. Recent work has developed domain-specific toolchains for deep learning and image processing [22, 70] that target CPUs, GPUs, and accelerators, showing the potential of this approach. But graphs, due to their irregularity, present a unique set of challenges for both hardware and software.

Graph processing is a crucial application domain that can benefit from hardware acceleration [6, 23, 34, 43, 87]. Graph algorithms are at the heart of many applications [16, 29, 68, 75, 90], but are notoriously difficult to optimize [59, 95]. Graph programs exhibit irregular memory access patterns that often
saturate memory bandwidth or suffer from poor utilization of hardware optimized for regular memory accesses. The diversity of graph applications and input graphs, combined with the unique features of different architectures, makes it hard to program high-performance and portable graph applications. For example, when processing smaller graphs on CPUs, exploiting the cache hierarchy and out-of-order execution are key. On GPUs, which have two orders of magnitude more compute and memory bandwidth [65], structuring the code to exploit data parallelism and block-oriented memory accesses are key. On task-based architectures such as Swarm [43], exploiting speculation and fast inter-task synchronization is critical. Finally, on manycore architectures such as HammerBlade, which have hundreds to thousands of small general-purpose processor tiles [5, 25, 33, 71, 84], it is critical to efficiently use fast software-managed scratchpad memory.

Choosing the right level of abstraction for the intermediate representation is critical to simplify code generation for the above diverse architectures and to expose optimizations opportunities. To achieve these goals, UGC introduces a new domain-specific intermediate representation, the Graph Intermediate Representation (GraphIR), to encode hardware-independent optimizations and to serve as a high-level interface to different hardware backends.

UGC is built on top of the GraphIt domain-specific language (DSL) [15, 93, 95], which decouples the algorithm from the performance optimizations (schedules) for graph programs. UGC uses a new scheduling language that combines load balancing, edge traversal direction, active vertex set creation, active vertex set ordering, kernel fusion, explicit data movement, and fine-grained task splitting, among other optimizations. Figure 1 depicts the overall compilation flow. First, various analyses and lowering passes generate GraphIR. Then, GraphIR is lowered into code for different architectures using an architecture-specific Graph Virtual Machine (GraphVM), which performs hardware-specific transformations and code generation.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- A compiler framework with a novel and carefully designed intermediate representation, GraphIR (Section III-B); hardware-independent passes; and hardware-specific GraphVMs to generate fast code on diverse architectures.
- A novel extensible scheduling language (Section III-D) that allows programmers to explore the optimization spaces of different hardware platforms.
- Implementations of four GraphVMs that can generate efficient code for CPUs, GPUs, Swarm, and the HammerBlade Manycore (Section III-C).
- Evaluation of code generated by the four GraphVMs, which shows up to 53× speedup over user-supplied baseline code.

This paper also provides insights on techniques for building portable compilers targeting very different architectures for a specific application domain.

II. BACKGROUND

The performance of graph processing depends on optimizations to mine for locality within sparse data structures, to minimize high-cost memory accesses and synchronization, and to balance load across parallel threads [11, 59, 86]. Unfortunately, the structure of graphs varies widely, as does the work across iterations of an algorithm. As a result, the optimal approach can change not only across graphs, but also across iterations [10, 60]. This makes graph programs notoriously difficult to optimize on any architecture.

To make matters worse, modern architectures employ a wide range of hardware features to exploit parallelism and achieve high throughput: threads, vectors and warps, tasks, task or instruction speculation, memory consistency models, cache coherence, variants of atomic operations, data movement engines, and scratchpads (to name a few). Combinations of these features produce exponentially many architectural variations, each with different performance characteristics. Each architecture has a different low-level language, compiler, and runtime that exposes these features, and implementations must be cognizant of these features and their implications.

Domain-specific languages (DSLs) for graph processing abstract the complexity of modern architectures [95] and the dynamic challenges of graph structure. DSLs have been used to abstract hardware in domains like machine learning [22, 53], image processing [70], networking [14, 51], tensor algebra [50], and bioinformatics [74], or sometimes combining a few domains [18, 72]. An ideal DSL for graph processing would facilitate algorithm expression and abstract away architectural details to provide good performance on a wide range of applications and architectures.

A. GraphIt Domain-Specific Language (DSL)

GraphIt [15, 93, 95] is a domain-specific language for graph applications that decouples the algorithm specification and computation schedule. This enables GraphIt to generate high-performance code with optimizations tailored for diverse graph inputs from a single portable algorithm specification.

```
func toFilter(v : Vertex) -> output : bool
output = (parent[v] == -1);
end
func updateEdge(src : Vertex, dst : Vertex)
parent[dst] = src;
end
func main()
...
# while(frontier.getVertexSetSize() != 0)
# var output : vertexset{Vertex} =
edges.from(frontier).to(toFilter).
applyModified(updateEdge, parent, true);
...
end
delete frontier;
end
```

Fig. 2: Algorithm specification for Breadth-First Search (BFS) in GraphIt.

To concretely show the benefits of GraphIt’s approach, Figure 2 shows the algorithm specification for Breadth-First Search (BFS) in GraphIt. This code only describes the computation to be performed. Lines 2 and 5 define functions for filtering vertices and updating edges. Line 13
calls the `edgeset.applyModified` operator, which uses these functions to specify which edges are to be processed and what computation is to be performed on each edge. The algorithm specification does not specify the loop nests or the iteration order; this is specified in the schedule. This separation makes it possible to generate different implementations suitable to the algorithm and graph input.

UGC uses exactly the same algorithm language as GraphIt, enabling us to reuse the source code written for various applications. The high-level design of the operators also makes it easy for UGC to target very different architectures. For example, the `edgeset.applyModified` operator can be easily mapped to architectures that have specialized units for traversing edges in parallel. We extend the scheduling language to fit the optimizations of different architectures. Examples are shown in Figure 6.

### B. Parallel Architectures

In this work, we target the four parallel architectures shown in Table I. These architectures are built with a diverse set of hardware features that expose different forms of parallelism, latency hiding techniques, and synchronization. These architectures require significantly different optimization strategies and pose unique challenges for UGC. We briefly explain each architecture below, and the challenges that they present when compiling graph programs.

1) **Multicore CPU**

A multicore CPU has cores optimized for single-thread performance, with prefetching and a multi-level cache hierarchy. To hide latency, each core supports speculative out-of-order execution as well as simultaneous multithreading. CPU software exposes explicit parallelism through threads provided by a multithreaded runtime [13, 19]. CPUs perform well on graph applications that provide limited parallelism, high locality, or predictable memory access patterns [11]. The large memory capacity also means that CPUs outperform other systems on multi-terabyte graphs [28].

2) **GPU**

GPUs provide massive parallelism through a SIMT programming (SIMD execution) model, where arithmetic units are vectorized and use predication to handle divergent control flow. GPUs use multithreading with many hardware thread contexts to hide memory latency. GPUs are suitable for graph applications with massive parallelism that exhibit regularity in graph structure, memory access patterns, and limited control flow. Applications such as PageRank [66] or less-sparse graph

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware features</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Swarm</th>
<th>GPU</th>
<th>HammerBlade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parallel Execution Model</strong></td>
<td>Threads</td>
<td>Ordered Tasks</td>
<td>SIMT / SIMD</td>
<td>SPMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Processors</td>
<td>~100</td>
<td>~100</td>
<td>~100K (Threads)</td>
<td>~1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speculation</td>
<td>Instruction-Level</td>
<td>Instruction- &amp; Task-Level</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Latency Hiding</td>
<td>OoO execution, SMT</td>
<td>OoO execution, SMT</td>
<td>Multithreading</td>
<td>Non-Blocking Memory Ops.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronization support</td>
<td>Atomics</td>
<td>Coherence-Enforced Ordering</td>
<td>Atomics, Barriers</td>
<td>Atomics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressable Memory (GB)</td>
<td>~1000</td>
<td>~1000</td>
<td>~40</td>
<td>~50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared on-chip Memory</td>
<td>Coherent L3</td>
<td>Coherent L3</td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>Globally-Partitioned LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core-local data Memory</td>
<td>Coherent L1/L2</td>
<td>Coherent L1/L2</td>
<td>L1 (No Coherence)</td>
<td>Scratchpad (SW Coherence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Chip Storage per Thread</td>
<td>~1MB</td>
<td>~1MB</td>
<td>~100B</td>
<td>~4KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Summary of parallel architectures studied in this paper. Two of the four architectures are shown in Figure 3.

![Tile Architecture](a) Swarm: A multicore CPU with support for fine-grain task parallelism and task-level speculation.

![Tile Architecture](b) HammerBlade Manycore Pod: Cores with software-managed scratchpads operate independently in a partitioned, globally-addressable memory space.

Fig. 3: Architectural overview of two of the parallel graph processing architectures studied in this paper.

workloads that map well to existing linear algebra libraries [45, 89] can exploit massive memory bandwidth with coalesced memory accesses. GPUs perform poorly on applications that suffer from control divergence [88], load-imbalance [77], or too many sparse memory accesses [1]. Finally, GPUs function best on graphs that fit in device global memory.

3) **Swarm**

Swarm augments a CPU with support for fine-grained task parallelism [43]. Swarm can achieve order of magnitude
improvements in scalability over conventional CPUs and GPUs on some graph algorithms by using dedicated hardware task queues and speculative execution to distribute tasks across hundreds of cores [42, 44, 81].

Swarm’s execution model uses order as the main synchronization primitive. Swarm programs consist of tasks. Each task can read and write arbitrary memory and spawn children tasks. Each task is given a timestamp when it is spawned, which must be greater than or equal to its parent’s timestamp. Swarm guarantees that tasks appear to run atomically and in timestamp order, hiding the effects of concurrency from software. Under the hood, Swarm hardware executes tasks in parallel and out of order. To preserve ordered semantics, tasks execute speculatively and the coherence protocol is extended to detect order violations. Upon a violation, the offending task is aborted and re-executed. Fig. 3a shows how Swarm adds a task unit near the cores of each chip tile. These distributed task units perform asynchronous, high-throughput task dispatch and task commit, efficiently supporting tasks as short as a few instructions. These tiny tasks can be selectively aborted or serialized with compiler-generated hints, exposing unique tradeoffs as optimizations must balance task overheads, parallelism, and the costs of aborts and re-executions.

This execution model is a natural fit for priority-based or iterative algorithms, where each task can be assigned a timestamp based on its priority or iteration number. Swarm’s speculative execution uncovers more parallelism than CPUs and GPUs by executing tasks with different timestamps in parallel. Swarm can be programmed in C++ using the T4 compiler [91], but the key challenge is in appropriately dividing the computation into tiny tasks to exploit parallelism and minimize abort costs.

4) HammerBlade Manycore

Manycore architectures provide thread-level parallelism and flexibility with hundreds to thousands of general-purpose cores [5, 25, 33, 71, 84]. We target the HammerBlade Manycore with hundreds of independent cores. The cores have a scalar pipeline, low-latency software-managed scratchpad memory, and support integer, floating-point, and atomic instructions. The cores communicate over the memory-mapped 2-D mesh Network-on-Chip. Cores can issue many non-blocking memory requests to exploit pipeline parallelism and hide memory latency. In addition to the scalar cores, there is an on-network host processor that manages execution. Figure 3b presents an architectural diagram of the HammerBlade Manycore.

The HammerBlade Manycore memory hierarchy requires software to make choices to efficiently exploit memory parallelism and trade off between latency and capacity. The memory hierarchy has four levels: core-local scratchpad, intercore scratchpad(s), banked Last Level Cache (LLC), and High-Bandwidth Memory (HBM) [41, 56]. Core-local scratchpad, remote scratchpads, cache, and other network locations are mapped to non-intersecting regions of a core’s address space to give software explicit control over data movement. Scratchpads offer low-latency storage and are explicitly managed by software threads on the cores. Multiple independent HBM channels service pipelined memory requests from the LLC. Cache banks map to exclusive memory ranges of the HBM address space. Consequently, the HammerBlade Manycore exposes a PGAS-like memory model that is coherent by construction.

The HammerBlade Manycore provides a kernel-centric programming abstraction, similar to CUDA. Kernel code is written from the perspective of a single thread executing on a core. Multiple cores are aggregated into rectangular groups to execute kernels. Cores in a group communicate explicitly through global memory or operations on remote and local scratchpads. Cores executing within a group synchronize using explicit barrier primitives. Kernel execution and scheduling is managed through runtime software on the tightly-coupled host processor. This provides a SPMD-like execution model.

Manycore architectures are well suited for graph applications with high parallelism, and random memory access patterns. Unlike GPUs, the independent cores are not slowed by control-flow divergence. Independent HBM channels can service multiple memory accesses simultaneously. The key challenges are to use non-blocking loads to hide latency, to exploit thread-level and memory level parallelism, and to balance work between independent threads of execution.

III. Compiler Design

Choosing the right abstraction for the intermediate representation is critical to simplify code generation for diverse architectures and to expose optimization opportunities. To achieve these goals, we designed GraphIR, a novel intermediate representation. We studied the features of varied architectures to identify the right level of abstraction with enough expressiveness to capture algorithmic details from the graph domain. For example, instead of low-level loop nests, GraphIR has operators for iterating over a set of vertices, or edges incident to a set of vertices. These operators can be directly mapped to thread hierarchies or manycore tiles on architectures such as GPUs and the HammerBlade Manycore, without needing to lift computations from loop nests. GraphIR also avoids making assumptions about the concrete representation of data structures. This allows different architectures to choose various implementations for vertex sets, instead mapping the operations on vertex sets. For Swarm, the compiler can even eliminate the use of software work queues for vertex sets, instead mapping the operations on vertex sets to hardware tasks. This section explains how GraphIR enables building GraphVMs with these specialized optimizations.

A. Hardware-Independent Transformations

GraphIR has a dual goal of offering flexibility while allowing for maximum code reuse. Even though GraphIR’s main goal is to support specialization and optimizations unique to each hardware backend, a large part of the compiler infrastructure, including analysis and transformation passes, is target-agnostic. Specifically, UGC adapts the domain-specific transformations from the GraphIt DSL compiler [15, 93, 95], such as dependence analysis to insert atomics in the user-defined functions (UDFs), liveness analysis to find frontier memory reuse opportunities,
and other transformations to UDFs for traversal direction, parallelism, and data structure choices. These hardware-independent transformations and analyses are performed on the GraphIR before it is passed to the GraphVMs for code generation. These passes can access scheduling language inputs (Section III-D). These passes also add metadata to the GraphIR for the GraphVMs to use during code generation. Section III-C shows how the bulk of the frontend and the hardware-independent compiler are reused by all four GraphVMs that we implement.

B. GraphIR

One of the main contributions of this paper is the GraphIR intermediate representation that decouples the algorithm specification and hardware-independent optimizations from hardware-specific optimizations. Like LLVM IR, GraphIR is an in-memory representation of a program that allows optimizations through IR-to-IR transformations before final code generation. This design enables us to build reusable program analyses, transformations, and lowering passes shared across different hardware platforms, reducing the effort needed to support a new backend (GraphVM) in UGC. However, unlike LLVM IR, GraphIR uses a high-level domain-specific representation that facilitates more powerful and flexible optimizations.

GraphIR is composed of variables, functions, and instructions. Each variable, function, or instruction carries both arguments and metadata, as shown in Table II. Arguments capture all of the information derived from the algorithm specification and is required for correctness of the generated code. Metadata captures information related to the performance optimizations, and hardware backends can choose to ignore these or add new ones specific to their hardware. GraphIR’s metadata can be manipulated with an API that includes two functions: setMetadata<T>(std::string label, T val) and T getMetadata<T>(std::string label), where T is any C++ type (including other GraphIR nodes). Because this API allows arbitrarily many string labels, metadata can easily stack without having to change GraphIR base class definitions. This metadata API is the primary way in which GraphVMs extend GraphIR nodes for hardware-specific optimizations.

To perform hardware-specific transformations and code generation, each backend implements an abstract machine (GraphVM) to optimize and run GraphIR, similar to the Java VM or LLVM. Section III-C provides details on GraphVMs.

Operators and data types are designed in an implementation-agnostic way to make it easy for the GraphVM developer to pick the right data structure and choice of mapping computations to various hardware units. The two most important instructions in GraphIR are the EdgeSetIterator and VertexSetIterator instructions, shown in Table II. EdgeSetIterator iterates through all or a subset of the edges of a graph and invokes a function on each edge. The arguments of EdgeSetIterator specify the graph (input_graph), input frontier vertexset (input_vset), output frontier vertexset (output_vset), and the user-defined function that works on the edges (apply_f). These arguments are derived from the operators in the algorithm specification. The instruction also has metadata to generate optimized implementations, such as choosing the input/output frontier representations, edge traversal direction, deduplicating the output frontiers, or generating specialized code if the edge set representation is dense. VertexSetIterator iterates over the vertices in a frontier, and similarly has arguments and metadata for optimizations. Apart from these key instructions, GraphIR has instructions for data structure allocation both on the host and on the device, general arithmetic and reductions, and program control flow.

Architectures with these features make use of the metadata attached to the instructions to implement various optimizations. For example, GPUs, which have a hierarchy of threads, can implement different load-balancing strategies to efficiently process vertices with varying degrees. CPUs and GPUs both have multiple levels of memory, which enables blocking of edges for better cache utilization.

Figure 4 shows the pretty-printed GraphIR for the BFS algorithm input from Figure 2. Table II explains each of the GraphIR operators and types used in this example. Line 11 shows the key EdgeSetIterator GraphIR node. This node contains arguments such as the graph to iterate on, the input and output frontiers, the function to apply on each edge, and the source and destination filters. This operator also has metadata attached to it (shown in <>). For example, the can_reuse_frontiers is the result of the frontier reuse analysis pass. As shown in Table III, the result of this analysis is used by the GPU, Swarm, and HammerBlade Manycore GraphVMs. The EnqueueVertex node is another GraphIR node that has metadata, in this case for the representation of the frontier to enqueue to (Line 5). The code in Figure 4 is just the pretty-printed version of the in-memory GraphIR data structure.

The BFS example also shows the updateEdge user-defined function (UDF) that EdgeSetIterator applies to each edge. Line 3 shows that the high-level compiler inserted
TABLE II: Key data types and IR nodes in GraphIR. The table also shows the arguments and metadata associated with each IR node. This metadata is attached by the hardware-independent part of the compiler. GraphVMs can add more metadata as part of their respective passes. The basic arithmetic and control flow IR nodes are not shown here for brevity.

a CompareAndSwap after dependence analysis with metadata is_atomic=true, indicating that this operation requires appropriate synchronization after lowering. Different backends (GraphVMs) implement the CompareAndSwap instruction differently: CPUs use compare-and-swap hardware instructions; GPUs use warp shuffling for cheap communication among threads; and the Swarm GraphVM ignores is_atomic metadata because Swarm hardware always executes tasks atomically.

GraphIR also facilitates hardware-specific optimizations. For example, the GPU GraphVM can fuse multiple kernel launches into a single kernel launch, as Section III-C2 will explain. The GPU GraphVM extends the metadata of WhileLoopStmt with a needs_fusion flag, and sets it to true in a hardware-specific pass to indicate that the schedule has prescribed fusing all of the operator calls inside the loop into a single kernel.

The right level of abstraction and the support for extending GraphIR with metadata makes GraphIR an ideal representation for accommodating hardware-specific optimizations in UGC.

C. GraphVM

The Graph Virtual Machine (or GraphVM) is an abstract machine that executes the target-independent GraphIR. Each backend developer implements a GraphVM tailored to their architecture that includes hardware-specific passes and code generation. The UGC framework provides all of the required tools to build diverse optimization passes including APIs to access GraphIR nodes and scheduling objects attached to them, a set of reusable passes that can be enabled depending on whether the hardware benefits from it, and common routines to aid code generation. GraphVMs for different architectures can be very diverse. Each GraphVM developer can implement it as an interpreter that directly consumes and executes GraphIR or as a combination of transformation and code generation passes. The developer can also choose to move complexity between the generated code or the runtime library, as we discuss next. As Figure 1 shows, a typical GraphVM has the following parts:

- Hardware-dependent analyses and transformation on GraphIR using hardware-specific scheduling information.
- Code generation for the target device and host (if applicable).
- Runtime library and backend compiler infrastructure to execute the generated code.

As shown in Table III, UGC provides a library of analysis and transformation passes that GraphVMs reuse or specialize, easing the development of new backends. We now discuss our GraphVMs and their hardware-specific optimizations.
1) **Multicore CPU GraphVM**

The CPU GraphVM has all of the CPU-specific passes from the original GraphIt compiler to implement optimizations specific to CPUs, such as edge-based and vertex-based traversals, different representations for priority queue data structures, cache and NUMA optimizations, vertex data array of struct and struct of array transformations, among others. The code generated from our CPU GraphVM is comparable to the code generated from the original GraphIt compiler, thus maintaining the state-of-the-art performance demonstrated in GraphIt [93, 95].

2) **GPU GraphVM**

The GPU GraphVM generates high-performance host and device CUDA code tuned for different generations of GPUs. Our implementation of the GPU GraphVM implements all of the optimizations in the GPU version of GraphIt [15], but in such a way that they can easily be integrated with the rest of the infrastructure by means of GraphIR. The GPU GraphVM makes use code generation as well as a large runtime library to offload some of the complexity of code generation. We provide examples of both techniques below.

**Load-balancing runtime library.** The GPU GraphVM [15] implements many load-balancing strategies to trade off utilization, synchronization costs, and work efficiency. Since the logic of assigning edges to threads is largely independent of the actual computation to be performed, load-balancing implementations can be cleanly moved to a set of template library functions. This not only simplifies code generation, but also makes it easier to add more load-balancing techniques.

**Code generation for kernel fusion.** Kernel fusion is an important optimization for road graphs because it amortizes kernel launch overheads for applications where there is very little work in each iteration [67]. The kernel fusion optimization is implemented entirely in the GPU GraphVM as a series of passes. A preliminary pass identifies the loops to be fused and all of the variables that the body of the loop uses from the main function. The first pass in the code generation then generates the actual __global__ kernel to be launched on the GPU. The code generation pass inserts appropriate CUDA API calls to copy state between the host and device. Since the fused kernel has a fixed number of threads, the code generator also generates some outer loops to simulate the work of more threads and inserts grid_sync() calls for synchronization. Finally, a pass generates appropriate calls to launch a single GPU kernel instead of a separate kernel for each step in each iteration of the loop. Table III shows how this GPU-specific pass is a very small fraction of the total lines of code. This demonstrates that the design choices in GraphIR and GraphVMs significantly reduce the effort required to support unique hardware optimizations.

The GPU GraphVM also implements other optimizations, such as EdgeBlocking and fused vs. unfused frontier creation.

3) **Swarm GraphVM**

The Swarm architecture relies on speculative execution of tasks to extract parallelism and make applications scale to a large number of cores. Tasks are executed out of order but are aborted when memory dependencies are violated, thus ensuring correctness. However, repeated aborts are undesirable because they result in wasted work. Therefore, the Swarm GraphVM focuses a great deal on eliminating false dependencies between memory accesses. Figure 5 shows the code generated by the Swarm GraphVM for the BFS algorithm.

**From vertex sets to tasks.** One of GraphIR’s main data types is the VertexSet, which holds the current set of active vertices. This active set is read from on every round and written to for the next round. Storing the active vertex set in memory introduces data dependencies (e.g., reuse of memory across rounds, or between updates to in-memory tail pointers or size variables) that prevent Swarm from obtaining more parallelism by speculating across many rounds. These data dependencies are spurious, because the insertion of distinct vertices should actually be independent. We solve this problem through a pass in the Swarm GraphVM that replaces the enqueuing of a vertex ID to a VertexSet with a task spawn. The body of this task is the operation that we would perform with the vertex after dequeuing it. The timestamp of the task is set based on the round in which the vertex would be dequeued. This way, while Swarm’s execution model guarantees tasks from one round appear to execute before any task from the next round, tasks from different rounds can execute speculatively in parallel without false dependencies arising from storing the VertexSet in memory.

Figure 5 shows a lambda passed to for_each_prio to indicate what action should be taken per element in the frontier. The body of the lambda calls push to spawn tasks that will execute the lambda on vertices at later timestamps.
This approach generalizes to priority-based algorithms like \( \Delta \)-stepping as well, where task timestamps are set based on priorities.

**From shared to private state.** Some applications have shared variables that are updated periodically. For example, in the forward pass of BC there is a variable updated once per round to track the region of the output data structure that visited vertices are recorded to. If all parallel tasks access this single variable, data dependencies on the updates to this variable would prevent speculation across rounds. To address this, the Swarm GraphVM passes a private copy of this value to each task that needs it, and updates are performed in a functional style before passing these values to any task spawned for the next round. By avoiding updates to any copy of the variable shared by multiple parallel tasks, this pass eliminates unnecessary dependences and unlocks more speculative parallelism.

**Fine-grained splitting and spatial hints.** When a dependence is violated, the Swarm hardware must roll back and re-execute the work done by the offending speculative task. It is important to minimize this wasted work. We add a pass in the Swarm GraphVM that helps the hardware schedule tasks in a way that reduces both the number of aborts and the cost of each abort. Swarm’s T4 compiler tries to assign spatial hints to each task based on the memory locations that it accesses, but it can do this only for tasks that do not access disparate memory addresses [91]. Line 4 in Figure 5 shows how the GraphVM adds an annotation to instruct T4 to split the subsequent block of code into a subtask that accesses a single memory address. This lets T4 dispatch these subtasks to chip tiles according to the cache line that they access. As a result, accesses to a given cache line are all executed within one chip tile, where hardware can selectively serialize tasks that access the same cache line, reducing the likelihood of aborts [42]. These fine-grained subtasks are also cheaper to roll back and re-execute if they are aborted, reducing the cost of aborts. Additionally, the GraphVM exploits domain knowledge about the loops iterating over constant edge arrays to strike a balance between the cost of aborts and the cost of spawning additional tasks, by generating annotations that help the backend compiler schedule memory access instructions.

4) **HammerBlade Manycore GraphVM**

The HammerBlade Manycore GraphVM produces parallel C++ code targeting the HammerBlade Manycore architecture described in Section II-B4. The code produced by this GraphVM is separated into sequential host code and parallel device code. The sequential host code handles initialization and coordination, while the parallel device code executes the body of the graph algorithm. The HammerBlade Manycore GraphVM implements optimizations and GraphIR transformations that target the manycore architecture and its memory hierarchy. Similar to the GPU GraphVM, the HammerBlade Manycore GraphVM also provides extensive host and device runtime libraries to simplify code generation.

**Atomics.** Similar to a GPU, atomics on the HammerBlade

```cpp
1 frontier.for_each_prio([](int round, int src) {
2   for (int edgeID: neighbors(src)) {
3       int dst = edgeDst[edgeID];
4       #pragma task hint(&parent[dst])
5       {
6         if (parent[dst] == -1) {
7           parent[dst] = src;
8           push(round + 1, dst);
9         }
10       }
11     }
12   });
```

Fig. 5: Code generated by the Swarm GraphVM for BFS.

Manycore are expensive operations. On the manycore, atomic operations in global memory are implemented using lock data structures. The HammerBlade Manycore GraphVM leverages the atomics pass from the GPU GraphVM to determine where atomics are necessary. If an atomic operation is determined to be necessary within a kernel, initialization code for the necessary locks is also inserted into the host code.

**Blocked access optimization.** The HammerBlade Manycore GraphVM implements an optimization that utilizes the software managed scratchpads on each core. We call this optimization the blocked access method. This method aims to reschedule long-latency requests to main memory in parallel by formatting work items into blocks. Cores iterate over their assigned blocks, prefetching the entire block at once. Block data is stored in the core’s scratchpad memory, repurposing it as a software-managed L1 cache. The HammerBlade Manycore GraphVM determines which elements can be safely read into scratchpad memory without requiring synchronization between cores at the end of processing.

**Alignment-based partitioning.** Memory-level parallelism and workload partitioning are very important to achieve high performance on the HammerBlade Manycore. We propose an alignment-based partitioning method that aims to improve memory system performance. In this method, cores work on smaller work blocks of vertices that better align with cache lines in the LLC, increasing effective memory access bandwidth. This optimization utilizes a similar partitioning scheme to the blocked access method, but does not use the core’s scratchpad memory. This is due to the observation that, for some graph workloads, the cost of loading data into scratchpads outweighs the benefit of low-latency scratchpad accesses. Graph vertices are split into \( V/b \) work blocks, where \( b \) is the number of vertices contained in each work block, and \( V \) is the total number of vertices in the graph. We select \( b \) to be a multiple of the cache line size. Cores work on these blocks until all work blocks have been processed. Because this reduces the size of the active vertex set that each core is working on, we are able to increase the cache hit rate and reduce cache line contention.

**D. Extensible Scheduling**

One of the main features of UGC is that it decouples the algorithm input from the optimization schedules. This way, the programmer or an autotuner [7] can generate different variants of the same algorithm tailored to specific graph inputs simply by supplying different schedules. Since different GraphVMs support different optimizations, we build a new scheduling

---

1. Line 4 in Figure 5 shows how the GraphVM adds an annotation to instruct T4 to split the subsequent block of code into a subtask that accesses a single memory address.
2. This lets T4 dispatch these subtasks to chip tiles according to the cache line that they access.
3. Accesses to a given cache line are all executed within one chip tile, where hardware can selectively serialize tasks that access the same cache line, reducing the likelihood of aborts.
4. These fine-grained subtasks are also cheaper to roll back and re-execute if they are aborted, reducing the cost of aborts.
5. Additionally, the GraphVM exploits domain knowledge about the loops iterating over constant edge arrays to strike a balance between the cost of aborts and the cost of spawning additional tasks.
6. By generating annotations that help the backend compiler schedule memory access instructions.
7. The HammerBlade Manycore GraphVM implements optimizations and GraphIR transformations that target the manycore architecture and its memory hierarchy.
8. Similar to the GPU GraphVM, the HammerBlade Manycore GraphVM also provides extensive host and device runtime libraries to simplify code generation.
9. Atomics. Similar to a GPU, atomics on the HammerBlade
10. Fig. 5: Code generated by the Swarm GraphVM for BFS.
11. Manycore are expensive operations. On the manycore, atomic operations in global memory are implemented using lock data structures.
12. The HammerBlade Manycore GraphVM leverages the atomics pass from the GPU GraphVM to determine where atomics are necessary.
13. If an atomic operation is determined to be necessary within a kernel, initialization code for the necessary locks is also inserted into the host code.
14. The blocked access optimization method aims to reschedule long-latency requests to main memory in parallel by formatting work items into blocks.
15. Cores iterate over their assigned blocks, prefetching the entire block at once.
16. Block data is stored in the core’s scratchpad memory, repurposing it as a software-managed L1 cache.
17. The HammerBlade Manycore GraphVM determins which elements can be safely read into scratchpad memory without requiring synchronization between cores at the end of processing.
18. Alignment-based partitioning. Memory-level parallelism and workload partitioning are very important to achieve high performance on the HammerBlade Manycore.
19. We propose an alignment-based partitioning method that aims to improve memory system performance.
20. In this method, cores work on smaller work blocks of vertices that better align with cache lines in the LLC, increasing effective memory access bandwidth.
21. This optimization utilizes a similar partitioning scheme to the blocked access method, but does not use the core’s scratchpad memory.
22. This is due to the observation that, for some graph workloads, the cost of loading data into scratchpads outweighs the benefit of low-latency scratchpad accesses.
23. Graph vertices are split into \( V/b \) work blocks, where \( b \) is the number of vertices contained in each work block, and \( V \) is the total number of vertices in the graph.
24. We select \( b \) to be a multiple of the cache line size.
25. Cores work on these blocks until all work blocks have been processed.
26. Because this reduces the size of the active vertex set that each core is working on, we are able to increase the cache hit rate and reduce cache line contention.
27. D. Extensible Scheduling
28. One of the main features of UGC is that it decouples the algorithm input from the optimization schedules.
29. This way, the programmer or an autotuner [7] can generate different variants of the same algorithm tailored to specific graph inputs simply by supplying different schedules.
30. Since different GraphVMs support different optimizations, we build a new scheduling
TABLE IV: Description of the SimpleSchedule type and some associated virtual functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abstract Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SimpleSchedule</td>
<td>Hardware-independent abstract class for simple schedule objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getParallelization</td>
<td>Get the parallelization scheme of the schedule (VERTEX_BASED or EDGE_BASED).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getDirection</td>
<td>Get the direction of traversal of edges. Can be PUSH or PULL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getPullFrontier</td>
<td>Get how the next frontier will be created. Can be BOOLMAP or BITMAP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getDeduplication</td>
<td>Get whether explicit deduplication should be performed on the output frontier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getDelta</td>
<td>Get the delta value to use when creating buckets in PriorityQueue.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V: Description of the CompositeSchedule type and some associated virtual functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abstract Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CompositeSchedule</td>
<td>Hardware-independent abstract class for hybrid schedule objects (schedule that changes based on runtime value).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getFirstSchedule</td>
<td>Get the first schedule object within this hybrid schedule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getSecondSchedule</td>
<td>Get the second schedule object within this hybrid schedule.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

language for each target. These scheduling languages have essential features for optimizations on their respective targets. One of the challenges with this approach is that the hardware-independent part of UGC now has to deal with different scheduling languages for the parameters that it needs. For example, the dependence analysis to insert atomics in the UDFs at least needs to know if the parallelization is vertex based or edge based and if the traversal direction is PUSH or PULL.

To address this problem, we use object-oriented programming techniques to enable the hardware-independent part of UGC to query the information that it needs from various scheduling representations. The scheduling language input is stored internally as scheduling objects attached to program nodes. UGC creates an abstract interface with virtual functions for all of the information that the hardware-independent compiler needs. We implement new scheduling object classes for each GraphVM by inheriting from this abstract interface. These new classes have members and functions to configure various scheduling options specific to optimizations supported for their GraphVMs. These classes implement the virtual functions to provide the hardware-independent part of UGC with the information that it needs. Tables IV and V describe these abstract scheduling classes with the virtual functions to query information, such as direction and parallelization type.

Figure 6 shows example scheduling inputs for the BFS algorithm for different GraphVMs. The HammerBlade schedule example shows hybrid traversal with cache-aligned load balancing, while the Swarm example enables transformations for consecutive frontiers into a priority queue and breaks down updates into smaller tasks.

Figure 6a shows a use of the CompositeGPUSchedule class, which inherits from the CompositeSchedule class shown in Table V. The CompositeGPUSchedule object is a hybrid schedule combining two AbstractSchedule objects (which could be other CompositeSchedule objects). The user also specifies the runtime criteria and its associated parameters. Here, the INPUT_SET_SIZE criteria is used with 0.15 as the criteria. This tells the compiler to generate code that chooses between sched1 and sched2, based on whether the input vertex set size is above 15% of the total vertices in the graph. Figure 7 shows the generated code. The conditions and copies of the EdgeSetIterator with schedules sched1 and sched2 attached are created by the hardware-independent compiler and GraphVMs need not be aware of it. The compiler generates a nested if-then-else statement if multiple CompositeSchedule objects are combined.

IV. Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate that UGC supports implementing optimizations that are critical for performance on the four architectures we target: CPUs, GPUs, Swarm, and the HammerBlade Manycore. We compare the performance of optimized code generated by UGC with the GraphVMs for each of the architectures with baseline and unoptimized code on 5 graph algorithms and up to 10 different graph inputs. Baseline code is generated by applying the default schedule for each GraphVM to the algorithm. For the optimized version, we tune the schedules for each application and graph pair, but always compile from exactly the same algorithm specification.
We use detailed, cycle-accurate RTL simulation to model the
we evaluate all GraphVMs on five algorithms:
with the simulator environment using SystemVerilog DPI.
and road graphs. This is consistent with the speedups of the
CC [8, 80] are topology-driven algorithms where all the
edges are traversed in each iteration. These applications have
massive parallelism each round. BC [9] and BFS are
data-driven algorithms where only a set of active vertices are
processed each round. Sssp with Q-stepning is a priority-based
algorithm where the vertices are processed in a priority order
for greater work efficiency. UGC compiles a single source code
specification for each algorithm, reusing the same application
code for all different architectures. In real-world applications,
these algorithms could be run many times on one graph or class
graph (e.g., one runs many iterations of PageRank, while BFS,
and SSSP may be rerun from different starting vertices),
necessitating tuning the implementation to the characteristics
of the graph and architecture for high efficiency.

Schedules. The performance of the GraphVMs heavily depends
on the schedules specified. We manually wrote schedules to
tune the implementation of each algorithm to the graph type
(e.g., road graphs vs. social graphs). Schedule parameters were
further tuned by sweeping the parameter space. Prior work [15,
93, 95] has also shown that techniques like autotuning can find
further tuned by sweeping the parameter space. Prior work [15,
93, 95] has also shown that techniques like autotuning can find
high-performance schedules in relatively little time.

B. Performance of Optimized Code

Figure 8 shows the performance improvements produced by
optimization passes in each of our four GraphVMs. The
speedups reported here are over the baseline code generated by
applying the default schedule. Both the baseline and optimized
code are parallel, and all generated C++ is compiled with
optimizations enabled in the backend compiler.

We now discuss how the hardware-specific optimizations in
the GraphVMs produce these speedups.

C. CPU and GPU

The baseline schedule for CPUs and GPUs uses push-based
traversal with vertex-based parallelism. UGC achieves large
speedups (up to 53×) on both of the architectures on BFS
and BC by using Hybrid (Push+Pull) traversals and tuning
the input frontier representation. PageRank greatly benefits from
EdgeBlocking and NUMA optimizations, which improve
locality of random accesses by tiling for the last-level cache.
SSSP on CPUs benefits from the bucket fusion optimization
for road graphs. This is consistent with the speedups of the
GraphIt compiler [93]. Finally, CC benefits from better load
balancing techniques (ETWC) on GPUs, and from edge-aware

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph</th>
<th>Vertex count</th>
<th>Edge count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>1,971,281</td>
<td>5,553,214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>14,081,816</td>
<td>33,866,826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RU</td>
<td>23,947,347</td>
<td>57,708,624</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VII: HammerBlade Manycore configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>64 cores in 16 tiles (4 cores/tile), 3.5GHz, x86-64 ISA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haswell-like 4-wide OoO cores [35], 2 threads/core [4]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| L1 Cache | 32 KB, per-core, split DR, 8-way, 2-cycle latency |
| L2 Cache | 1 MB, per-core, 8-way, inclusive, 9-cycle latency |
| L3 Cache | 64 MB, shared, static NUCA [48] (4 MB bank/tile), 16-way, inclusive, 12-cycle bank latency |
| Coherence | MESI, 64 B lines, in-cache directories |

| NoC | Four 4×4 bidirectional meshes, 192-bit links, X-Y routing, 1 cycle/epoch when going straight, 2 cycles on turns |
| Memory | 8 controllers, 24 GB/s each, 120-cycle minimum latency |

| Quues | 128 task queue entries/core (8192 total), 32 commit queue entries/core (2048 total) |
| Conflicts | 2 KB 8-way Bloom filters, H3 hash functions [17] |
| Commit | Tiles send updates to virtual time arbiter every 120 cycles |

TABLE VIII: Graph inputs used for evaluation. Each undirected edge is counted twice, once per direction.
Fig. 8: Heatmap of speedups for the four evaluated architectures. Each cell reports the speedup of the optimized code over the baseline unoptimized version, with larger speedups in darker green. Columns correspond to algorithms, and rows correspond to graph inputs. Some graphs were not run on HammerBlade Manycore due to simulation time constraints.

Fig. 9: Speedups of the GPU GraphVM over the next-best framework from Gunrock, GSwitch, or SEP-Graph.

vertex-based parallelism on CPUs.

Figure 9 compares the performance of the GPU GraphVM with three state-of-the-art graph libraries that specifically target GPUs: Gunrock [87], GSwitch [60], and SEP-Graph [86]. These speedups are consistent with those of the GPU code generated from GraphIt [15]. UGC is consistently outperformed by SEP-Graph on SSSP when run on road graphs. SEP-Graph implements asynchronous execution to remove barriers between successive rounds of SSSP. UGC does not currently implement this optimization because it is very algorithm specific and cannot be generalized.

D. HammerBlade Manycore

Due to the costs of RTL simulation, we evaluate the HammerBlade Manycore GraphVM on 6 of the 10 input graphs and a subset of the total iterations for each application. For PR we simulate one iteration, and for the remaining applications, we simulate five representative iterations that cover a range of frontier densities and execution behavior. We use hybrid traversal in the baseline code of BFS, BC, and SSSP to decrease simulation times. The speedups reported in Figure 8 come from applying the HammerBlade Manycore-specific optimizations described in Section III-C4. BC, CC, and BFS benefit from alignment-based partitioning, while PR and SSSP use the blocking optimization due to their more compute-intensive nature. These optimizations better utilize the memory hierarchy and provide up to $4.97 \times$ speedup over unoptimized code.

Figure 10a shows how performance scales on the HammerBlade Manycore. We ran our optimized BFS code on four different machine configurations: we hold the LLC capacity and number of columns (16) constant and vary the number of rows (2, 4, 8, and 16) to vary the total number of cores. The strong scaling indicates that the HammerBlade Manycore GraphVM can successfully exploit parallelism. We highlight BFS for this scaling study due to its high memory access to

Fig. 10: Scalability of BFS on five graphs, shown across four sizes of HammerBlade Manycore and Swarm machines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph</th>
<th>DRAM Stalls</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lj</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IX: Impact of the HammerBlade blocked access optimization on SSSP. Reduction in DRAM stalls, improvement in memory bandwidth utilization, and overall speedup.
Table IX demonstrates performance improvements for SSSP with $\Delta$-stepping when the blocked-access optimization is applied on three selected input graphs. This optimization exploits memory parallelism to hide DRAM access latency in exchange for loading unused data and reducing effective bandwidth. For SSSP, we observe that this optimization decreases DRAM stalls, increases memory bandwidth utilization, and improves overall application performance.

**E. Swarm**

Figure 8 shows the speedup achieved by choosing an appropriate schedule for each algorithm and graph input, compared the Swarm GraphVM’s default schedule. Swarm’s T4 compiler [91] already applies many optimizations to uncover parallelism in serial code, and achieves good baseline performance in many cases. However, the Swarm GraphVM improves performance further by exploiting domain knowledge to choose optimizations.

On BFS and SSSP, converting VertexSets to tasks is responsible for the majority of the improvement on road graphs. This optimization avoids synchronization overheads between distance levels, by allowing tasks from different levels to execute speculatively in parallel. Additionally, all algorithms benefit from the Swarm GraphVM’s diverse schedule options for task granularity and spatial hints. Fine-grained splitting with spatial hints allows trading increased task overheads for reduced cache line ping-ponging and abort costs. Finally, on CC and PageRank, some graphs featuring many high in-degree nodes benefit from a schedule that shuffles the order in which edges are processed, thus trading off locality to reduce aborts. This reordering is enabled by the Swarm GraphVM’s domain knowledge that a valid result will still be produced if edges are visited in a different order within one round.

Table X compares the performance of optimized code generated by the CPU and Swarm GraphVMs. Since Swarm offers a superset of a CPU’s features, the CPU code runs on the same Swarm hardware. On road graphs, the Swarm GraphVM consistently outperforms the CPU GraphVM using Swarm’s speculative parallel execution of fine-grained tasks.

**V. RELATED WORK**

There has been a large amount of work on both graph processing frameworks and on leveraging of common IRs to port applications to different architectures.

**Common IRs for diverse architectures.** Delite [18] introduces a new IR for parallel programs to target heterogenous architectures. However, Delite’s IR is generic rather than specific to a particular domain. By customizing the IR specifically for the graph domain, UGC can perform optimizations that are otherwise infeasible in general C++ programs. Furthermore, Delite does not have an extensible scheduling language that allows users to specify optimizations for different targets. MLIR [53] is another proposed IR that is generic and not specific to a domain. Tensorflow [2] and TVM [22] have shown how a common IR can be used to apply machine learning optimizations across different architectures.
Graph processing frameworks. There has been a large body of work on graph processing for shared-memory [3, 31, 32, 39, 52, 69, 78, 79, 82, 83, 85, 92, 94], GPUs [12, 20, 24, 30, 36, 37, 38, 40, 46, 47, 49, 57, 58, 61, 63, 64, 67, 76, 80, 86, 87], and manycore architectures [21, 55, 69]. These frameworks support a limited set of optimizations, do not achieve consistently high performance across algorithms and graphs [15, 93, 95] and do not offer portability across architectures.

Abelian [31] uses the Galois framework as an interface for shared-memory CPU, distributed-memory CPU, and GPU platforms. However Abelian is not extensible enough to support new architectures. In contrast, UGC demonstrates state-of-the-art performance across different platforms.

Compilers for graph applications. IrGL [67] is a compiler framework that creates an intermediate representation specifically for graph applications on GPUs. IrGL introduces several optimizations for GPUs, but does not achieve state-of-the-art GPU performance [15, 86]. GraphIt [15, 93, 95] is a domain-specific language that expands the optimization space to outperform other CPU and GPU frameworks by decoupling algorithm from optimizations. UGC extends GraphIt by decoupling algorithms, optimizations, and hardware backends to enable efficient implementations across different platforms.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented UGC, a novel graph processing framework that makes it easy to create compiler backends across diverse architectures. We introduced a new IR for graph processing, GraphIR, and showed how it can be used to implement GraphVMs for four different architectures. We demonstrated how UGC can reason about algorithmic and hardware-specific optimizations to generate high-performance code on all four architectures, and find that these optimizations can provide up to \(53\times\) speedup over programmer-generated baseline implementations.
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